CALL FOR EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST
About Lexbridge: Lexbridge is a law firm and consultancy, focusing on Australian
Government legal services and international law (see www.lexbridgelawyers.com). Lexbridge
is a member of the Australian Whole of Government Legal Services Panel, selected to provide
legal support services to Commonwealth agencies across diverse fields of practice.
Available roles: Lexbridge is currently seeking expressions of interest for several Canberrabased positions, either on secondment with a diverse range of Government departments or for
other clients. Please note:
• some of these are short-term positions requiring urgent filling; and
• some of these would be for longer-term work.
We are seeking expressions of interest from qualified lawyers at all levels of seniority—
including junior lawyers, mid-level lawyers and highly experienced lawyers. Some of these
roles require general legal skills, while some roles also require specific experience in
international law. Lexbridge offers attractive salary rates and an opportunity to join a dynamic
and growing team. Lexbridge is a family-friendly firm and supportive of flexible working
arrangements where possible.
Criteria: We are seeking strong candidates with:
• experience in any of the following areas: administrative law; regulation and
compliance; litigation; discovery processes; statutory interpretation; advisory work
and/or international law;
• highly developed written and oral communication skills;
• the ability to work flexibly; and
• the ability to work independently as well as within a team.
•

For roles requiring urgent filling, possession of a current Australian government
security clearance is essential. For other roles, possession of a current Australian
government security clearance is highly desirable; alternatively, candidates must be
eligible to get such a clearance.

For other legal positions with Lexbridge, in addition to the above skillsets we are seeking
candidates:
• with particular interests and experience in international law;
• with a postgraduate qualification in international law (desirable but not essential).
Shortlisted candidates would also be required to undertake a police check (this step does not
need to be undertaken prior to submitting an expression of interest).
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Application Requirements:
If you are interested, please send an

email, together with your resumé, to:

enquiries@lexbridgelawyers.com.
To be eligible for positions requiring urgent filling, please send an email and resumé as soon as
possible – and ideally before 10 July 2021. For other positions, we welcome expressions of
interest beyond this date.
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